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Heavy Duty Undercut Saw Kit 

This saw undercuts walls, door jambs, doors, inside corners and most toe spaces. The 6-1/2" 
diameter No. 821 Carbide Tipped Steel Blade can fully undercut most doors in place and 
when used with the No. 805 Masonry Blade, can also be used for undercu�ng hearths. 
Height of cut is easily adjustable from flush to 1" above the floor with 3/32" gradua�ons. The 
large height adjuster base helps prevent �pping and assures accurate, level cu�ng. Has a 
dual angle depth gauge which allows undercu�ng at a 'straight on' or 45° angle. Depth 
Gauge is graduated in 1/8" increments with a 1-5/8" maximum depth of cut. 

Each Saw Kit includes Nos. 805 Masonry Blade, 821 Carbide Tipped Steel Blade, saw, plas�c 
carrying case, wrench for blade removal and instruc�ons. Guaranteed for one year. 

Item # 825GU 

Item # Blade Type # of Teeth Diameter 

805 BLADE Masonry — 6-1/2” 

821 Carbide Tipped Steel 36 6-1/2” 

822GU Segmented Diamond Rim — 6-1/2” 

Blades for #825 Undercut Saw & #812 Super Saw 

#805 #821 #822GU 

Super Saw Kit 

This completely redesigned Super Saw has the most features and power available of any  

undercu�ng saw. The 13 AMP motor and 6-1/2" diameter flush-cu�ng blade can fully     

undercut inside corners even in areas with as li�le as 12" clearance, like small closets. Doors 

as thick as 1-3/4" can be undercut without removal. Blade height is adjustable from a flush 

cut to a maximum of 1-1/4" off the floor. Has a dual angle depth gauge which allows         

undercu�ng at a straight on or 45° angle. Has a vacuum fi�ng for a 1-1/4" hose for dust  

control and to save cleanup �me (vacuum not included). The dual handles offer improved 

control and a retractable stabilizer arm helps prevent �pping. Super Saw Kit includes Nos. 

805 Masonry Blade, 821 Carbide Tipped Steel Blade, saw, plas�c carrying case, hex wrench 

and instruc�ons.  

Item # 812 



 

 

Toe-Kick Saw Kit 

This Toe-Kick Saw cuts flush to the inner wall of a toe space in a cabinet or counter area to 

remove old underlayment. The saw has a clutch mechanism that may disengage to reduce 

kickback forces if the saw is abused by cu�ng curves or cu�ng backwards. The No. 789   

Diamond Blade is sold separately and can be used on this saw for cu�ng �le or grout. Each 

saw kit includes a No. 787 Carbide Tipped Steel Blade, saw, plas�c carrying case, hex wrench 

and instruc�ons. 

Toe-Kick Area Cu�ng Dimensions: 

Minimum Height: 3-1/2" 

Maximum Depth: 4" 

Item # 775 

Blades for #775 Toe-Kick Saw 

Item # Blade Type # of Teeth Diameter 

787 Carbide Tipped 18 3-3/8” 

789GU Con�nuous Diamond Rim — 2-5/8” 

Depth of Cut 

3/4” 

3/8” 

#787 #789GU 

Adjustable Floor Spacers 

For use with all types of floa�ng floors, these spacers are easily adjusted from 3/16" to 

13/16" by turning the red dial. The 3-1/2" spacer width and self-locking feature of the dial 

mechanism means these spacers will not fall over or collapse, like loose wedge spacers. 

Placed on the floor being installed, the spacers are 1/2" high and are designed to make wall 

contact above any wall to subfloor gap. The spacer lip is angled slightly toward the floor 

edge, and has a grooved contact surface to hold the spacer firmly in place and prevent it 

from being accidentally forced out. To remove the spacer, simply turn the dial                  

counterclockwise. Made of glass fiber reinforced plas�c for excellent strength and durability, 

the spacers are sold four per set.  

Item # AV2 

B A C 

Toe-kick area to be cut:  

A. Min. Height: 3-1/2” 

B. Max. Depth: 4” 

C. Max. Floor Thickness:  

 # 787 = 3/4” 

 # 789GU = 3/8” 



 

 

Super So� Knee Pads 

These knee pads are made of 100% washable neoprene and have a super-so� contoured 

foam rubber pad insert for greater comfort. The front of this knee pad and strap is coated 

with polyurethane for increased durability and water resistance and will not mark or scratch 

floors. Quick and easy on/off using the single 3" wide front fastening Velcro® strap.           

Nonbinding straps fit below the knee and prevent chafing, allowing these knee pads to be 

worn with shorts.  

Item # 209 

Leatherhead Extra Large Knee Pads 

These knee pads are made of 100% washable neoprene and have an extra large super-so� 

contoured 3/4" thick foam rubber insert pad for greater comfort. The front of this knee pad 

and strap is covered with tough leather for increased durability and will not mark or scratch 

floors. Quick and easy on/off using the single 3" wide front fastening Velcro® strap.           

Nonbinding straps fit below the knee and prevent chafing, allowing these knee pads to be 

worn with shorts.  

Item # 209-XL-L 

Super-So� XL Camo Knee Pads 

These desert camouflage knee pads are made from 100% washable neoprene and have a 

heavy duty super-so� contoured foam pad insert for greater comfort. The front of the knee 

pad has a polyurethane coa�ng for increased durability and water resistance and will not 

mark or scratch floors. Quick and easy on/off using the single 3" wide front fastening Velcro® 

strap. The strap sits below the knee leaving a "clear zone" so there is no pinching or      

bunching. Great for wearing with shorts. Each knee pad is 7" wide x 8-1/2" long.  

Item # 209-XL-C 

Barwalt Ultralight Knee Pads 

These knee pads are famous the world over for star�ng the comfort revolu�on! The folding 

accordion top allows for comfort while standing and the knee pads are totally rebuildable 

with replacement straps, bu�ons and liners. These knee pads offer excellent grip, maximum 

comfort and security with a tough, yet flexible, nonskid outer shell. At only 11 oz. each, these 

are the no stress knee pads you've been looking for. 

Item # KN-1 



 

 

Overall Size: 4-1/2" Wide x 7-1/2" High. 

Pocket Size: 3-1/2" Wide x 4" High x 1/2" Deep  

Item # 354 

Overall Size: 4" Wide x 7-1/2" High. 

Pocket Size: 4" Wide x 5" High x 1" Deep 

Item # 408 

Top Grain Cowhide Leather Tool and Knife Pouches 

All leather pouches feature natural tanned cowhide to resist tearing and puncture. Extra strong nylon thread and a combina�on of 

nickel plated rolled and starred rivets are used for best strength at stress points. All pouches have belt slots or loops. 

Overall Size: 3" Wide x 9" Tall 

Pocket Size: 2" Wide x 4-1/2" Tall x 1/2" Deep 

Item # 67-BC 

Overall Size: 6-1/2" wide x 7" high.  

Item # 700-BC 

24” Steel Tool Box 

This economical all steel tool box has two latches with a center hasp for a padlock and a 

smooth black powder coat finish throughout. This tool box can hold a carpet kicker, and also 

has an open tray design with a 15" center area, and two 4" wide side areas, for convenient 

blade and small items storage. The lid opens to 100° and won't accidentally close, or strike a 

wall. The tool box weighs 13-1/4 lbs.  

Item # 150G 



 

 

White Rubber Mallet 

This top quality mallet provides longer service than lower cost, lesser quality models. Has a 

sturdy hardwood handle and non-marking white head. 

Face Diameter: 2-1/4" 

Head Length: 3-3/4" 

Handle Length: 11-1/8" 

Head Weight: 20 oz. 

Item # 350-2W 

Carpet Pulling Claw 

This sturdy tool can be used to tear out carpet and sheet goods. Can also be used for pulling 

new flooring from the roll. Contoured grip has a 3-7/8" inside width for single handed pulling. 

Jaws are ribbed for an excellent grip—the harder you pull, the �ghter the grip. Tool has a die 

cast aluminum construc�on and weighs 1-3/4 lbs.   

Item # 842GU 

EZ Moves Pro HS (Hard Surfaces) Slides 

The best choice for moving leg type furniture. Has 1/2" thick dense foam with a 3/16" thick 

felt bo�om base. A hole is provided in one end of each EZ Moves Pro HS for easy storage. 

Each EZ Moves Pro HS Furniture Slide is 4-3/4" wide and 7-3/4" long. Sold four per set.  

Item # NSEM-4-HS 

EZ Moves Pro Slides (Carpet Areas) 

The short length of EZ Moves Pro Slides makes them the best choice for moving leg type fur-

niture over carpet floors. All edges of the EZ Moves Pro Slides are slightly cupped to allow 

easy movement by minimizing leading edge drag. A hole is provided in one end of each EZ 

Moves Pro Slide to permit use of a beaded �e for storage. Each EZ Moves Pro Slide is 6-1/2" 

wide x 11-1/2" long and has a 1/2" thick nonslip foam rubber pad mounted on a smooth, 

molded plas�c base. Supplied with instruc�ons. Sold four per set.  

Item # NSEM-4 



 

 

24" Floor Sweep without Handle 

Split-�p gray plas�c bristles provide comparable sweeping quality to horse hair at a more 

economical price. Has a natural lacquered hardwood block with two threaded handle holes. 

Trim depth is 3". Handle sold separately.  

Item # 7024 

8" Horse Hair Duster Brush 

For final cleaning work. Both of these 8" models have a beavertail style lightweight wood 

block and are 12-1/2" long overall. Trim depth is 2-1/2". 

A top quality model for absolute best results. Has a s�ff 100% black horse hair fill. 

Item # 2618 

Wood Handle for Floor Sweep 

Has a lacquered hardwood handle with a threaded metal �p. 60" long x 15/16" diameter.  

Item # 0162 

Steel Dust Pan 

Has a thin angled lip for easier dust pick up. Made from heavy gauge steel, pan is reinforced 

by corrugated ribs for greater strength. Finished with rust resistant enamel and is 12" wide.  

Item # 6-SD 

7/8” Hardwood Sprigs 

Used on rubber and vinyl cove base, coved vinyl and hardwood floor repairs. Brads have a 

sharp needle point and can be sunk out of sight into the material. On cove installa�ons, they 

hold material in place un�l the adhesive sets on curves and ‘wrap around’ corners. Always 

wear proper eye protec�on when using these brads. 3/32" Taper, Cement Coated, 1,000/

box - .068" diameter x 7/8" long. 

Item # 78-XH 



 

 

Power Stripper 

The Crain Power Stripper features new “Power Channel” construc�on designed to force the 

blade forward with more focused energy. The oscilla�ng cam ac�on of the one horsepower 

motor is channeled straight ahead using steel channels and ball bearings. The blade carrier 

forms an ultra-low blade angle allowing the blade to get beneath the material to be           

removed. Angle adjustment is fast with the spring-loaded angle adjuster. Comes with a new 

heavy-duty 51/2" long x 31/8" wide x 1/4" thick “Spud-Blade” (# 711C) for light �le and wood 

removal. Also includes 3" x 10" Mul�-Purpose Blade (# 705C), and 35 lb. weight. Net weight: 

127 lbs.  

Item # 710C 

13” Wood Cu�er 

The No. 673 13” Wood Cu�er cuts plank floor materials up to ¾” thick, including a variety of 

solid hardwood, engineered wood, laminate, and LVT planks. The cu�er includes wheels  

allowing it to be easily moved from a kneeling posi�on. The movable fence posi�ons planks 

for straight or 45° diagonal cuts at different areas beneath the 13” blade for extra blade life. 

Also includes a cut guide that fastens on the fence for repeat cuts, and a ruler for making 

cuts of a certain length. Maximum material hardness to be cut: 1290 Janka (see instruc�ons 

for further details). Replacement blades: Wood Cu�er Blade (# 674). Net weight: 25.7 lbs.  

Item # 673 

Wood Miter 

The wood miter makes fast angle cuts in wood quarter round, elimina�ng the need for a 

chop saw. The stout 2 ½" long high carbon steel blade is strong enough and sharp enough to 

shear cut wood materials cleanly. The table includes a gauge for cu�ng straight, 22.5°, or 45° 

angles. The 22.5° angle gauge is used for making a "so� corner" shape, while the 45° angle is 

used to make square corners. The extra-long vinyl-coated handles provide adequate leverage 

for cu�ng. Blade is replaceable (# 856). Net weight: 14 oz.  

Item # 855 

Wood Miter (Replacement Blade) 

Includes one each replacement blade for the Crain No. 855 Wood Mitre used to make angle 

cuts in wood quarter round. This stout, 2 ½" long blade is sharp enough and strong enough to 

shear cut wood materials cleanly. Made from high carbon steel for long life. Net weight: 1 oz.  

Item # 856 



 

 

12” Floor Scraper 

This top quality hand stripper with 12" long handle has a zinc alloy head and blade clamp for 

extra durability. The blade clamp is fastened with three case hardened slo�ed head screws. 

The oversized vinyl grip has a rounded knob on top to fit comfortably in the palm. Comes 

with one No. 351 .020" thick floor stripper blade which works well for fine floor prep work 

such as adhesive removal. Net weight: 1 lb.  

Item # 350C  Blades: # 61-0027 (4” Personna, 10/tube) 

                # 13273  (4” Heavy Duty Blades, 10/tube) 

20” Pro Scraper 

This top quality hand stripper has a longer 20" handle for two handed opera�on and         

addi�onal reach. The scraper head and blade clamp is made from a zinc alloy for extra      

durability. The blade clamp is fastened with three case hardened slo�ed head screws. The 

oversized vinyl grip has a rounded knob on top to fit comfortably in the palm. Comes with 

one.020" thick floor stripper blade which works well for fine floor prep. work such as removal 

of adhesive residue. Net weight: 1 1/3 lbs.  

Item # 360  Blades: # 61-0027 (4” Personna, 10/tube) 

                # 13273  (4” Heavy Duty Blades, 10/tube) 

Big Scraper (Adjustable) 

This stand-up scraper takes a wide 8" blade for heavier removal work. The telescoping      

tubular handle adjusts in lengths from 39" to 59" using a simple twist-lock mechanism. The 

scraper head is steel-reinforced, and the blade clamp is fastened to the head using four case 

hardened slo�ed head screws. Great for stand-up scraping work, but not for use as a      

heavy-duty prying tool. Net weight: 4.6 lbs.  

Item # 375C  Blades: # 61-0032 (8” Personna, 10/tube) 

Iner�al Scraper 

This hand scraper has a metal knob handle that can be hammered with a rubber mallet to 

scrape up hard spots. The knob has rounded edges to fit the palm. Handle is 18" long for 

working effec�vely with both hands and for extra reach. Comes with a 5" wide blade with the 

same .037" thickness as our heavy-duty Big Scraper blades. The scraping head is steel-

reinforced, and the blade clamp is fastened to the head with three case hardened slo�ed 

head screws. Net weight: 2 lbs.  

Item # 390C  Blades: # 04-3075 (5” Heavy Duty, 10/tube) 



 

 

7” Tapping Block 

This plas�c block for tapping and moving planks transmits force from a hammer or mallet in a 

manner that protects the edges of the plank. The block is sized at 3" wide x 7" long x 3/4" 

thick. The bo�om surface has relieved edges on one side and one end. When the block is 

placed on a plank at its relieved edge, it can tap the plank against its outer edge to reduce 

the risk of chipping the corner. The large plas�c handle mounted on top makes it easy to 

move and posi�on the block. Net weight: 9 oz.  

Item # 563 

11-3/4” Tapping Block 

This 11 3/4" long tapping block is machined from 3/4" thick solid plas�c. It is used along with a 

hammer to tap the sides or ends of the boards together to eliminate gaps. The bo�om edge 

is relieved on one side and one end. The relieved bo�om edge is placed over the tongue of 

the board to be tapped. In this posi�on, the body of the tool contacts squarely against the 

outer edge of the board, reducing the risk of damage. The long "U-shaped" handle provides 

be�er control against undesirable rota�on when the block is hammered towards the end, as 

is commonly required. Dimensions: 3" wide x 11 3/4" long x 3/4" thick. Net weight: 1 lb.  

Item # 569 

Knuckle Head Pull Bar 

This steel pull bar is designed to take heavy hammering when necessary to pull planks      

together. It has a boxed "knuckle-shaped" hammering head that is welded to the body. 

The 3/16" thick body is made 3" wide to reduce bending down the length as it is hammered. 

The tool is 16 1/2" long overall to create 14 1/2" of working room when used near the wall. 

Felt pads on its bo�om surface reduce scratching the face of the plank. Net weight: 3 1/4 lbs. 

Item # 560 

Strap Clamp 18’ 

This clamp pulls planks together across lengths of up to 18 feet. The nylon strap coils         

internally as the strap is retracted and stays out of the way. The long base hooks onto planks 

even under toe spaces. Includes large knob for rapid retrac�on a�er clamping is complete. 

Designed for wood installers and a real �me saver! Net weight: 2.2 lbs.  

Item # 565 



 

 

“Comfort Knee” Knee Pads 

Made especially for carpet installa�on, these pads provide protec�on for both kneeling and 

knee kicking, so they stay on at all �mes. The extra wide straps won't pinch your legs, even 

when wearing shorts. The contour conforms to the mo�on of your knee whether walking, 

kneeling, or kicking. Made from flexible yet durable neoprene material, these pads are     

machine-washable. Inner knee pad is replaceable. Net weight: 1 lb./set.  

Item # 197C 

Polyurethane Skin Comfort Knees 

The polyurethane skin on the kneeling surfaces of these pads prevent build-up of sharp items 

such as splinters that can scratch floors. The polyurethane is also resistant to tearing and 

penetra�on, providing extra durability. Comfort Knees are designed for floor installa�on. 

They provide protec�on for both kneeling or knee kicking, and can stay on at all �mes. The 

extra wide straps won't pinch your legs. The contour conforms to the mo�on of your knee. 

Made from flexible yet durable neoprene material, these pads are machine-washable. Inner 

knee pad is replaceable. Net weight: 1 lb./set.  

Item # 199C 

Plas�c Wall Spacers (Red) 10/bag 

These plas�c wall spacers maintain the necessary expansion gap between the adjacent wall 

and the plank flooring material even when the wall is undercut, as is commonly the case. 

Their V-shape permits one end to be placed in the gap and the opposite end to be braced 

against the face of the plank, elimina�ng the �pping problems with other spacers. The two 

ends have different thicknesses, one at 3/16" and the other at 1/4", for various manufacturer's 

specifica�ons. Comes in a pack of 10 spacers. Net weight: 5 oz.  

Item # 562 

Manual Undercut Saw w/ Blade 

This hand undercu�ng saw has a heavy-duty wood handle, steel bracket, and replaceable 

12" blade. The trapezoidal high carbon steel blade includes a row of 10 point teeth on both 

sides. The saw includes a front knob for working with both hands to increase cu�ng power. 

Good for undercu�ng wood door jambs by hand.  Net weight: 1 lb.  

Item # 336 



 

 

Lightweight White Mallet 

Item # 5 

5lb White Mallet (Chisel Head) 

Item # 5MIW 

White Mallet (Double Cap) 

Item # 06-9910W 

W/B Cap Mallet (w/ Ring) 

White # MCAP 

Black # MCAPB 

Model 45 Cleats 

Powercleats are designed for the hardwood flooring industry and are FHA and VA              

approved. Powercleats nails are superior-quality nails designed to ensure trouble-free nailer 

opera�on and op�mum construc�on results.  

2”: # MOD45NC 

1-1/2”: MOD45NC12 

1-3/4”: MOD45NC34 

PowerStaples 

Now you can get flooring staples with the strength and holding power you need to build a 

floor you can depend on.  

2”: # 12-2000150770 

1-1/2”: PS-1505 

1-1/4”: 03-12501801PO 

20 Gauge PowerStaples  

The Powernail 20-gauge PowerStaples are electroplated, zinc-coated carbon steel staples 

designed for strength and corrosion resistance. The 20-gauge PowerStaples are designed 

with a 3/16 in. (4.6 mm) crown and come packaged in boxes containing 2,500 staples. They 

are suitable for 5/16 in. (8 mm) to 1/2 in. (12.7 mm) flooring thicknesses. One 2,500 count 

box will cover about 350 square feet.  

1”: # L-100205 

1-1/4”: L-125205 



 

 

Model 445 Power Roller Stapler 

The 445 Series nailers are the industry standard when installing 3/4ʺ and 5/8ʺ Tongue and 

Groove domes�c hardwood flooring using 16 gauge cleats. The Powernail FLEX Power Roller 

delivers speed, comfort and accuracy while gliding on 6 precision bearings.  

Item #: MOD445FS FLEX 

Model 45 Ratche�ng Nailer 

The Model 45R is recommended for the installa�on of 3/4ʺ to 5/8ʺ and 33/32ʺ tongue and 

groove flooring. The Model 45R is a mul�-blow nailer which uses a ratche�ng mechanism to 

allow the user to strike mul�ple �mes while driving a nail. The 45R is a manual nailer and 

does not require an air compressor.  

Item #: MOD45R 

Model 2000F—20 GA. Pneuma�c Trigger-Pull Nailer 

The next genera�on from Powernail is engineered and designed with performance in mind. 

The re-designed FLEX Foot offers a simpler solu�on for varying wood thicknesses, requiring 

only a single adjustment. It also slides off the tool allowing you to top nail close to the 

wall.  The nose fits �ghtly into the nail pocket and slides securely along for superior           

control.  Its new compact size fits �ghter to the wall allowing for faster starts and finishes.  It 

has an easy jam clearing gate mechanism.  The Model 2000F is the perfect performance 

match for the next genera�on of flooring.  

Item #: 2000F 

Model 50P Flex—Pneuma�c 18 GA. Cleat Nailer 

The most versa�le hardwood flooring nailer in the industry, the Model 50P FLEX installs solid, 

bamboo, exo�c, and engineered flooring. Mechanically adjusts from 3/8” to 3/4” without the 

need for pads or shims.  

Item #: 02-50PFLEXPRW Cleats: # 03-12501801PO (1/4”, 1000 count box cleats) 



 

 

13” EZ Shear Flooring Cu�er 

Installa�on projects finished faster! The EZ Shear Flooring Cu�er is a versa�le cu�er for  

products up to 13 in. wide and 5/8 in. thick. Make ultra-quick cuts on a variety of products 

without dust, noise, or electricity. A lighter, more economical cu�er than our original      

Magnum line, the EZ shear maintains our high quality standards and offers a 1-year warranty.  

Item # 113-FLR 

Replacement Blade 

This high-quality steel replacement blade is designed specifically for the 9 in. EZ™ 

Shear cu�er  

Item # 109B 

13” Magnum Flooring Shear 

This 13ʺ MAGNUM Flooring Shear is a versa�le, heavy-duty cu�er for products up to 13 in. 

wide and 1 in. thick. Magnum Shears include a 5-year Bullet Proof warranty for a reason. 

Made to be a life�me tool, Magnum is the most powerful line of shears on the market. These 

tools will outlast the compe��on any day – and probably the vehicle you transport it in.  

Item # 913 

Replacement Blade 

The 13 in. (330mm) EZ Shear Flooring Replacement Blade is designed     specifically 

for the 13 in. (330mm) EZ Shear Flooring Cu�er (# 113-FLR) for engineered wood, 

laminate flooring, and LVT.  

Item # 113RB 

SharpShooter 9” EZ Shear 

Install your floor or siding faster! The SharpShooter™ is a versa�le, light-duty cu�er. Make 

ultra-quick cuts on a variety of products without dust, noise, or electricity. Cut HardiePlank®, 

vinyl, laminate and many other materials quickly, easily, and dust-free. A lighter, more eco-

nomical cu�er than our original Magnum line, the EZ shear maintains our high quality   

standards. EZ Shear Flooring Tools have a 1-year warranty.   

Item # ES-009 

Replacement Blade 

The 13 in. (330.2mm) MAGNUM Shear Replacement Blade is designed   specifically 

for the 13 in. (330.2mm) MAGNUM Flooring Shear (# 913) for engineered and hard-

wood products, as well as vinyl �le, luxury vinyl and more.  

Item # 913B 



 

 

20” Magnum Flooring Shear 

The 20ʺ MAGNUM Flooring Shear is a versa�le, heavy-duty cu�er for products up to 20   

inches wide (500mm) and 1 inch thick (24mm). Magnum Shears include a 5-year Bullet Proof 

warranty for a reason. Made to be a life�me tool, Magnum is the most powerful line of 

shears on the market. These tools will outlast the compe��on any day – and probably the 

vehicle you transport it in.  

Item # 920 

Replacement Blade 

The 20 in. (508mm) MAGNUM Shear Replacement Blade is designed      specifically 

for the 20 in. (508mm) MAGNUM Flooring Shear (#920) for  engineered and hard-

wood products, as well as vinyl �le, luxury vinyl and more.  

Item # 920B 

Magnum Floor Driver  

Precise weight and curved edge to drive 

with ideal force, tapping hardwood or engi-

neered wood planks into place without 

damaging tongues and  edges. 5-year Bullet-

proof  Warranty. 

Item # MT93-0044 

Slick Shot Lubricant 

Use Slick Shot regularly to maintain 

your MAGNUM or EZ Shear. As a dry 

lubricant, Slick Shot does not make 

your shear greasy and maintains lu-

brica�on a�er it dries.  

Item # 701-SL 

Hone Stone 

The Hone Stone is a necessary accessory 

for all MAGNUM and EZ Shears to ensure 

a consistent high-quality, clean cut.  An 

excellent way to extend the life of any 

blade.  

Item # 701SS 

Replacement Blade 

The 28mm circular Bullet Vinyl Glider Replacement Blade is designed     specifically 

for the Vinyl Glider vinyl flooring cu�er to make quick, precise rip-cuts on Luxury 

Vinyl planks and Tiles 9.5in wide and smaller. Comes in a pack of five blades.  

Item # 2095B 

9.5” Bullet Vinyl Glider 

The Bullet Vinyl Glider gives the professional an easy solu�on to rip-cuts. Make straight, 

clean, score-and-snap cuts on luxury vinyl planks or luxury vinyl �le up to 9.5ʺ wide. Achieve 

faster and easier installa�on of vinyl flooring while maintaining professional results. 

Item # BT92-2095 



 

 

Roberts 100 lb Roller 

The Roberts Heavy Duty Rollers are essen�al for all Linoleum and Vinyl flooring installa�ons. 

Ensure a flat and level installa�on while the Heavy Duty Rollers do all the work, helping to 

evenly distribute and fla�en adhesive build-ups. They are engineered with segmented rollers 

to exert even pressure on uneven surfaces. Handle is removable for convenient storage.   

Item # 10-952 

Taylor Spud Bar 3.5” 

For those difficult hand stripping jobs, here is a real heavyweight floor scraper with a long 

life. These all-steel spud bars feature .062Ó Durablades and a comfortable shovel handle. 

Item # 303 

Replacement Blade: # 303-01 (3.5” X .062: Thick) 

Roberts Longneck Plus 6” Jamb Saw 

The Longneck Plus 6" Jamb Saw is powered by a 7500 RPM, 1100-wa� industrial grade motor 

and easily cuts door jambs, trim and molding for installa�on of new floors. Also cuts through 

brick and cement block. The 10-56 has a unique 1-1/2" vacuum port for dust containment 

plus an extended rota�ng tail for maximum comfort and extra stability.   

Item # 10-56 

Item # 10-47-6 Item # 10-47-2 

Replacement Blades 

Traxx Hot Melt Glue Gun 

Traxx’ Carpet Seam Welding System gives you an industry-approved method of securing cut 

carpet edges AND crea�ng a ‘welded’ seam that prevents hinging and peaking!. 

Item # TTX-6510 

Glue S�cks (1lb bag) # TTX-6560-1 



 

 

3M Epoxy Hardwood Repair Cartridge 

Item # 58237 

Nozzle # 5009 

3M Hardwood Repair Kit 

Includes: 1 epoxy cartridge, 4 mixing nozzles, 4 needles, 1 3/32” wood drill bit 

Item # 58545 

3M Blue Release Tape 

Item # 3M2080-1.5  1.41” X 60yd Roll 

Item # 3M2080-2   1.88” X 60yd Roll 

3M 8210 Plus Dust Mask 

Item # 3M17514 

Hardwood Automix Epoxy Applicator Gun 

For use with Epoxy cartridge # 58237 

Item # 04992 

Cartridge 

Nozzle 



 

 

ITEM # 

REDUCE516-R 

DESCRIPTION 

5/16” X 1-1/2” REDUCER, RED OAK 

ITEM # 

REDUCE38-R 

REDUCE38-W 

DESCRIPTION 

3/8” X 1-1/2” REDUCER, RED OAK 

3/8” X 1-1/2” REDUCER, WHITE OAK 

DESCRIPTION 

1/2” X 2-1/4” REDUCER, RED OAK 

ITEM # 

REDUCE12-R 

ITEM # 

REDUCE34-R 

REDUCE34-W 

DESCRIPTION 

3/4” X 2-1/2” REDUCER, RED OAK 

3/4” X 2-1/2” REDUCER, WHITE OAK 

ITEM # 

NOSING38-R 

NOSING12-R 

NOSING34-R 

NOSING34-W 

DESCRIPTION 

3/8” X 2-3/4”, 3/4” NOSE, RED OAK 

1/2” X 3-1/2”, 1” NOSE, RED OAK 

3/4” X 3-1/2”, 1-1/16” NOSE, RED OAK 

3/4” X 3-1/2”, 1-1/16” NOSE, WHITE OAK 

ITEM # 

QUARTER-RS 

QUARTER-WS 

ITEM # 

TMOLD38-R 

TMOLD38-W 

TMOLDRND38-R 

DESCRIPTION 

3/8” X 2” T-MOLDING, RED OAK 

3/8” X 2” T-MOLDING, WHITE OAK 

3/8” X 2” T-MOLDING, ROUND TOP, RED OAK 

DESCRIPTION 

3/4” X 3/4” QUARTER ROUND, RED OAK 

3/4” X 3/4” QUARTER ROUND, WHITE OAK 

DESCRIPTION 

3/4” X 3/4” SHOE MOLDING, RED OAK 

3/4” X 3/4” SHOE MOLDING, WHITE OAK 

ITEM # 

SHOE-RS 

SHOE-WS 

ITEM # 

SADDLE38-R 

DESCRIPTION 

3/8” X 2” SADDLE, RED OAK 

ITEM # 

MINIBABYTHOLD38-R 

DESCRIPTION 

9/16” X 1-1/4” MINI BABY THRESHOLD, RED OAK 

ITEM # 

BABYTHOLD38-R 

DESCRIPTION 

3/8” X 2” BABY THRESHOLD, RED OAK 

ITEM # 

SPLINE34 

DESCRIPTION 

1/4” X 1/2” TO JOIN 3/4” OR CHANGE DIRECTION 

All Unfinished Trim is 6’-16’ Length. Material is pulled at random length to fill order.  

ALL TRIM IS FAS LUMBER, NO FINGER JOINTS, RANDOM LENGTHS. 

ITEM #  

TREAD48RO 

DESCRIPTION 

1-1/16” X 11-1/2” X 48” RED OAK 

ITEM#  

RISER48RO 

DESCRIPTION 

3/4” X 7-1/2” X 48” RED OAK 

        = STOCKING ITEMS 



 

 

16” Sanding Screens 

60 Grit N20519 AAS16637002 

80 Grit N20518 AAS16637102 

100 Grit N20517 AAS16637202 

120 Grit N20516 AAS16637302 

150 Grit N20515 AAS16637402 

24 Grit N72279 AAS467700243 

36 Grit N72280 AAS467700363 

60 Grit N72283 AAS467700603 

80 Grit N72284 AAS467700803 

8” Belts (7-7/8” X 29-1/2”) 

16” Maroon Condi�oning Pad N02055 AAS19522203 

N14022 N/A 

7” X 5/16” Maroon Edger Pad N31815 N/A 

7” X 5/16” White Edger Pad 

120 Grit N35063 AAS22498506 

100 Grit N35064 AAS22498406 

80 Grit N35065 AAS22498306 

60 Grit N35066 AAS22498206 

36 Grit N35069 AAS22497906 

24 Grit N35071 AAS22497706 

16 Grit N35073 AAS22497506 

7” X 5/16” Edger Discs 

BOLT-ON 

100 Grit N35076 AAS19165206 

80 Grit N35077 AAS19165106 

60 Grit N35078 AAS19165006 

36 Grit N35081 AAS19164706 

24 Grit N35083 AAS19164606 

16 Grit N35085 AAS19164506 

7” X 7/8” Edger Discs 

BOLT-ON 

NORTON BONA 


